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- Hi all and thanks for taking time to hear about my project.Name is …. PhD candidate at UBCToday presenting 1st chapter of thesisWork done with my co-supervisors .. … 



Bull trout: Conservation status and 
recovery 
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Historic global distribution 

Lower Kananaskis Lake, Alberta  
Data courtesy of  Dr. John Post and Dr. Fiona  
Johnston 
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Presentation Notes
Know this is a section on BT but for anyone who might have just wandered in wanted to give background within the context of my work conservation designation in both nations resulting from the species’ expiration from portions of its historic range (Northern California and Nevada)  observed reductions in population size and population persistence across the species rangeHigh susceptibility to overharvest (due to life history and behavior) (e.g. adult aggregations, slow growth and late maturity, aggressive feeding, juveniles susceptibility to harvest prior to sexual maturity)However despite this, the species appears to have a high capacity for recovery…one of the best examples comes from Lower Kananaskis Lake, Alberta (Johnston et al. 2007)IN BC blue llisting as species of special concern considered by some a precautionaryMore recent assessment show majority of populations for which data available to be stable or increasing over past 3 decades.that said we don’t have information for the majority of populations in bc. sustainable harvest of adfluvial fish exists in province (Hagen and Decker, FLNRO 2017review by Hagen and Decker 2011 North Fork Clearwater River Idaho (Erhardt and Scarnecchia 2014)



What is density dependent compensation 
(DD?) 
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Presentation Notes
Recovery potential comes from DD compensationCant talk about fisheries/fish stocks without discussing the importance of DD compensationFirst I want to define itThen ill explain why its important to bull recoveryPerception is that this would happen



What is density dependent compensation 
(DD?) 
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Presentation Notes
Cant talk about fisheries/fish stocks without discussing the importance of DD compensationOvercompensation causes



Importance of  density dependent (DD) 
compensation 

• Critical for population persistence 

• Permits harvest and population survival despite stochastic 
perturbations  

• Critical for estimating recovery rates and sustainable 
harvest 
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Presentation Notes
When talking about populations potential for recovery cant do so without talking about DD compensation1) DD compensatory changes in juvenile fish survival are critical for population persistence2 )Permits sustainable harvest and population persistence over time despite naturally occurring environmental changes that negatively impact individual survival and result in continuous fluctuations in population dynamics3) Critical for estimating recovery rates (for endangered populations) and developing sustainable harvest rates (fished populations)



Importance of  density dependent (DD) 
compensation 

• Critical for population persistence 

• Permits harvest and population survival despite stochastic 
perturbations  

• Critical for estimating recovery rates and sustainable 
harvest 

 

• Has not been quantitatively explored for bull trout across 
species range 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That said not studied yet



Getting at DD compensation with 
Stock-recruitment models 

Beverton-Holt Ricker 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To figure out compensation we have to look at the relationship between S and RThere are 2 models of how this relationship works



Exploring compensation with the SR the 
Goodyear compensation ratio 

• What is the CR? 

– Measures change in 
survival and fecundity 
parameters 

– Provides index of  
degree of  compensation 
required for a fished 
population to persist 
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Presentation Notes
Compensation ratio (CR) can be used as a key leading parameter (Goodyear 1977)What is the CR?Measure of the overall change in survival and fecundity parameters that must occur for a population undergoing exploitation to stabilize at a new equilibriumThis essentially provides index of degree of compensation required for a fished population to persist



• What is the CR? 

– Measures change in 
survival and fecundity 
parameters 

– Provides index of  
degree of  compensation 
required for a fished 
population to persist 

 
 

• Why is it important? 

– Takes from SR function α to a 
parameter useful for: 

• Determining rates of  
recovery 

• Carrying out population 
viability analyses 

• Developing robust 
management 

• Exploring potential harvest 
opportunities 

 

Exploring compensation with the SR the 
Goodyear compensation ratio 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alpha is not directly comparable between stocks, CR is.



Difficulties in determining SR 

• Key uncertainties result from: 

– Limited temporal and spatial scale of  data  

– High variance in estimates of  stock size and/or 
juvenile density 

– Spatial heterogeneity of  populations 

– Difficulty explicitly defining stock and recruit 
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Presentation Notes
That said getting at CR from SR is not easyGaining insight into a population’s SR relationship remains significant challenge facing fisheries scientists



Hierarchical Bayesian meta-analysis 

• Statistical model composed of  multiple levels  

• Combines data from several independent sources  

• Estimates parameter values simultaneously for 
individual populations and meta-population(s) 

• Gaining traction in SR analysis for data-limited 
situations and where data is uninformative  
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Presentation Notes
Liermann and Hilborn (1997),  Myers et al. (1999), Myers (2001), Dorn (2002), Michielsens and McAllister (2004), Forrest et al. (2010) Will give example



Benefits of  Hierarchical Bayesian meta-
analysis 

• Combines data from several independent sources 

• Explicitly accounts for uncertainty  

• Estimates parameters at population and meta-population 
level 
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Presentation Notes
Combines data from several independent sourcesNo loss of information from data poolingAccommodates differences between data setsReduced risk of ‘over-fitting’ dataExplicitly accounts for uncertainty Provides framework for formulation of direct probabilistic statements about unknowns



Benefits of  Hierarchical Bayesian meta-
analysis 

• Combines data from several independent sources 

• Explicitly accounts for uncertainty  

• Estimates parameters at population and meta-population 
level 
– Can explore variability in key parameters between and 

across populations  



Benefits of  Hierarchical Bayesian meta-
analysis 

• Combines data from several independent sources 

• Explicitly accounts for uncertainty  

• Estimates parameters at population and meta-population 
level 
– Can explore variability in key parameters between and 

across populations  
– Provides smaller variance and more reliable parameter 

estimates 
 



Benefits of  Hierarchical Bayesian meta-
analysis 

• Combines data from several independent sources 

• Explicitly accounts for uncertainty  

• Estimates parameters at population and meta-population 
level 
– Can explore variability in key parameters between and 

across populations  
– Provides smaller variance and more reliable parameter 

estimates 
– Predicts parameter probability distributions for un-

sampled populations 
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Presentation Notes
In my case gives an estimate of CR which can be applied when we don’t have SR data to develop an estimateIf you want to talk –s or learn more about bayes structure feel free to catch me tonight



Data collection 
• Compiled for fluvial and adfluvial bull trout across species 

range  

• Data obtained for 33 populations 

• 21 excluded due to:  

– Short time series (<5 years) 

– Incomplete information 

– Substantial changes in productivity or carrying capacity 
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Presentation Notes
Looked all over earth and found data found (not much)Incomplete information for either spawner or recruit density estimatesRemaining 12 taken forward for analysisRecruit defined as age 1 fishSpawning stock estimated using counts of females combined with fecundity information (Johnston et al. 2015) and redd counts
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Presentation Notes
Can see most from BC (kemess) no available data from bull trout’s range within the United StatesNo discernable difference in CR would be expected to resultscope for increases in juvenile survival at low stock size is only dependent on the alpha parameter (slope at the stock-recruit function) of SR not beta (the carrying capacity parameter), which relates specifically to habitat quality and quantity. Most adfluvialAlthough bull trout life histories vary significantly in their maximum size, migration patterns, as well as other key statistics, all bull trout life history types rear in similar habitats (Post and Johnston 2002; Rees et al. 2012). Therefore factors affecting juvenile survival are likely similar, implying findings here are still relevant. Certainly we did not demonstrate a noticeable difference between life history types examined.  



Results: Fits to stock–recruit data under the 
assumption of  Ricker SR function 
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Presentation Notes
The imprecise nature of both the marginal posterior distributions and the median posterior predictive distribution for CR, for the Beverton-Holt is not surprising as the majority of datasets used in this analysis were uninformative, primarily due to the short duration of time series and lack of contrast in stock and recruit abundances over the length of available time series. Only a few datasets (Kaslo River and Smith-Dorrien Creek) had wide variation in spawner abundances, which resulted in higher precision in the estimates of CR for these systems. 



Take home messages 
• Provides prior for un-

sampled populations 
 

• CR estimate useful for: 

– Determining rates of  
recovery 

– Developing management 

– Exploration of  potential 
harvest opportunities 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This species level prediction of CR for bull trout is valuable, as many regions do not collect data on both spawner and juvenile densities  Any preliminary information on CR, which describes the scope for improvement in juvenile survival at small population size, will be beneficial in regional and national level management and conservation efforts. 



Take home messages 

• Bull trout have large scope for 
improvements in juvenile survival at low 
stock size  

 

• Suggests bottleneck for population recovery 
likely habitat quality and quantity  
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Presentation Notes
Marginal probabilities for CR demonstrate that bull trout have large scope for improvements in juvenile survival at low stock size. This finding is supported by both anecdotal information which has suggested the recovery of multiple unmonitored bull trout stocks following harvest reduction, as well as by work by (Fraley and Shepard 1989) in the Flathead River basin, Johnston et al. (2007) in Lower Kananaskis Lake, and (Erhardt and Scarnecchia 2014) in the Clearwater Basin (Hagen and Decker 2011). High juvenile compensation has also been found in closely related brook trout (Salvelinus fontinalis) (de Gisi 1994). Bull trout’s complex life histories and highly specific habitat requirements put them at high risk of population reduction, or decreased population persistence as a result of anthropogenic impacts on key habitat A detailed examination of how habitat quality and quantity specifically influence juvenile bull survival remains warranted and necessary to inform future management and recovery efforts focused on habitat improvements and maintenance 



Take home messages 

• If  this is important (which it is) people 

need to collect the data 

– Datasets uninformative 

– Lack of  available stock-recruitment data  

– Lack of  consistency in data collection 

approaches between regions 
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Understanding species recovery potential is a key step in recovery planning and population management, therefore more rigorous and standardized data collection of bull trout stock-recruitment data across the species range should be a priorityThe imprecise nature of both the marginal & median posterior predictive distribution for CR not surprising.21 systems excluded from analysis, of those sued majority of datasets uninformative (short time series duration lack of contrast in SR abundances over time Only a few datasets (Kaslo & SD) had wide variation in spawner abundances, resulted in ↑ precision in CR estimates of for these systems. 2. Data available for this study were primarily from BC, only two systems from the province (Alberta, Canada) and no available data from bull trout’s range within the United States. No discernable difference in CR would be expected to result, as the scope for increases in juvenile survival at low stock size is only dependent on the alpha parameter (slope at the stock-recruit function) of each stock-recruitment function, not beta (the carrying capacity parameter), which relates specifically to habitat quality and quantity. 3. Differences in collection approaches prohibited a more thorough investigation of juvenile compensation across the species rangeAs gaining an understanding of bull trout’s recovery potential is a key step in fish recovery planning and population management, more rigorous and standardized data collection of bull trout stock-recruitment data across the species range should be a priority. 4. Increased data quantity and quality is not only necessitated by the current lack of information, but also should be considered a key step in light of challenges facing fisheries scientists in general when dealing with stock-recruitment data. Issues, which are exacerbated by small dataset size and short length of data sets and small variation in population size (Myers et al. 1999; Walters and Martell 2004).
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• Photos: 
– Map of  approximate current and historic global distribution of  Salvelinus confluentus. Modified from 

COSEWIC. 2012. Assessment and Status Report on the Bull Trout Salvelinus confluentus in Canada. 
– Juvenile bull trout. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 
– Bull trout. Photo by Joel Sartore, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 
– Parent, E. and Rivot, E. 2013. Introduction to hierarchical Bayesian modeling for ecological data. CRC 

Press. FL, USA.  
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Presentation Notes
WHY SR SO MESSYSee paper notesReck vs steepness (1) makes no biological sense, it is essentally randomly selected as 20% (2) has nasty statistical behavior in model fitting since it is constrained to be <=1.0 and packs a large proportion of species into the top end of the range over which there is big change in Fmsy, (3) is more complicated to use in terms of setting up the Beverton-Holt parameter values. Compensation ratio is set up the  same for both models (ratio of slope at origin to slope at unfished equilibrium, i.e. KRo/Bo).  ----Checking bayes model “checking” procedures including: verification of convergence of the MCMC algorithm;sensitivity of model results to different choices of prior distributions;Priors are not invariant to transformation of parameters (e.g. an uninformative prior for Θ may become informative if use log(Θ) or 1/Θ. As a result it is possible to introduce information where not intendedThis problem can be accounted for by using sensitivity analyses(iii) posterior predictive check of the model fit. Can also evaluate bias and precision of the model results by applying the model structure and estimation techniques to simulated data with known parameter estimates to evaluate the effects of assumptions about covariance structures in new applications, in light of biases produced from incorrect covariance specificationSr adding environmentalWhen you have relatively little data (few data points) nearly all of the explanatory power of the environmental variation is associated with a few outliers. Therefore it is impossible to determine if the apparent correlation is true or fakeOverfitting issues: The more environmental variables you add, the better the model fit but more uncertainty you have in parameter estimates



Introduction to Bayesian models 
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Model 
(Parameters, state 
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likelihoods) 
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Data Modified from: Parent 
and Rivot (2013) 
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Presentation Notes
In frequentist take model and data get likehihood which gives point estimate of parameter valueIn bayes get PDF which gives mean and spread/variationAlso allows incorporation of prior information through expert advice or in my case brook trout CRPut prior likelihood and data together get posterior which can use as prior in a new study



Hierarchical Bayesian models 
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